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ABSTRACT: The paper makes a quantitative analysis and comparison on the continuous speech emotion of
Lhasa Tibetan in the four basic emotional patterns (happy, surprise, sad, neutral) pitch, energy and time length by
experimental phonetics and the linear statistical research methods, found that there is a positive correlation between the Lhasa Tibetan emotional speech and pitch, energy and duration ,etc. And the pitch, energy and duration of negative emotion acoustic parameters are bigger than positive emotion, on this basis, drawing the Lhasa
Tibetan speech emotion acoustic feature patterns. Compared with the Chinese language and the Tibetan, even
though both have the tone prosodic features, they also have significant differences in the acoustic characteristics
of the speech emotion.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Chinese language through experiments [2].

Language is the most important tool for human communication, and it is also the main medium of emotion
expression. In human language, in addition to the
information of the text symbols, it also contains information on peoples’ emotion and attitude change,
and these changes are mainly reflected by voice. The
same speech may have different meaning and communicative function due to the change of the emotional attitude and so on. On the contrary, people can
communicate their emotions through the change of
mood, intonation and so on. A lot of research has
found that the prosodic of the speech signal features
(fundamental frequency, energy, speed, etc.) is the
most important factor to effect the speech emotion
expression. Therefore, it is of great significance and
value to study the emotion information of speech
through the analysis of the acoustic features.
In the international world, Arnott and Murray have
obtained the conclusion, shown in Table 1, on the
corresponding relationship between different emotion
and speech features [1]. Jiahong Yuan and Jianhua
Tao in China have obtained some qualitative conclusions about the emotional acoustic features of the

Table 1. Corresponding relationships between different emotion and speech features
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The emotional information is social, regional and
cultural, that is different cultures from different regions of different countries in different ways to express feelings. Therefore, there are many problems:
Are the acoustic features of the emotional speech in
Mandarin Chinese also present in the minority language? Is the language of emotion recognition need to
be combined with the actual cultural background? The
paper regard the Lhasa Tibetan as the research object,
using linear statistical method by extracting the acous-
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tic characteristics of the language of speech emotion
to solve the above problems and provides the basis for
general significance. The same as Mandarin, Tibetan
Lhasa dialect also belongs to a tonal language [3][4].
It also has segmental and suprasegmental features,
which both play important role in the expression of
emotional speech. Therefore the paper mainly study
Lhasa Tibetan emotional speech features through investigating pitch, energy and duration time of sound.

a wide range; (4) Recording script speech collection
can include main vowels and consonants of language
speech; (5) Recording scripts are 5-8 word phrases.
According to the above criteria, selecting 50 phrases
as recording text, as shown in Table 2.
2.3 Recording
The recording is done in the professional voice laboratory with good airtight by Lenovo notebook computer with XP windows system and headphones. Recording software with Cool Edit Pro2.0, sampling rate is
22050hz, the sampling rate of Cool, single channel, 16
bit sampling accuracy, audio files are stored in wav
format. And the recording is to save in the Cool Edit
with taking a sample as a unit, while using Praat voice
analysis software to analyze the recorded voice. In the
experiment, four students of Lhasa Tibetan College
students who are good at emotional expression were
selected, two male and two female, aged about 20
years old.
Before recording, a designed context is provided
according to the recording text to help stimulate the
needed emotion. In corpus design, 4 kinds of emotions
are considered, which are happy, surprise, sadness and
neutral. Each emotion has a 50 sentence corpus which
are read by these four subjects using the above 4 different emotions, a total of 800 statements. Each of the
emotional states of the statement repeated for three
times, and the recorders are required to maintain the
same intensity of the emotion as much as possible. In
order to maintain the stability of the emotion, the sentence of the same kind of emotion is arranged together.
Finally let the recorder to confirm the adequacy of the
emotional expression.

2 EMOTIONAL SPEECH FEATURE
COLLECTION
2.1 Emotional speech Collecting method
Emotional speech can be divided into three kinds of
imitation speech in accordance with the different ways
of the acquisition, mimic speech, induced speech and
natural voice. The experiment adopts the way of setting up the scene induced speech to guarantee the
authenticity of the emotion expression. In particular,
the recording text has a high degree of emotional
freedom, which can be directly related to different
emotions. Specifically, every sentence in the text literal are neutral (leave the context cannot certain the
intrinsic emotion), but associated with different context naturally arouse different feelings. Human emotion is complex and changeable, so there is no certain
theory to classify the emotion yet. This paper mainly
investigates the acoustic characteristics of Tibetan
Lhasa dialect under the happy, surprised, sad and neutral emotion.
2.2 Recording text design
Table 2. Recording text

3 DATA ANALYSIS
At present, the research of emotion speech is mainly
focused on the basic frequency, energy, duration and
vowel resonance peak and so on. [6]. Because of the
difference in the study, the acoustic characteristics
extracted are different. The mainly acoustic parameters we analyzed including the following several aspects, and analyze statistically these acoustic parameters of the data.

 3.1 Fundamental frequency parameters analysis
The pitch frequency is the frequency of vibration of
the vocal cords when voiced soundˈwhich is one of
the important parameters of speech signal. In different
emotional states, the same words with different characteristics of the fundamental frequency. Since the
Tibetan Lhasa dialect is also a tonal language, the
change of tone can convey a lot of information and
has a great role on discourse expression. And the tone
feature is mainly through the change mode of funda-

Choosing the proper recording text is the primary
premise to record. This study select the recording text
according to the reference [5]: (1) Each recording
scripts has a higher degree of freedom, and is suitable
for joy, surprise, sadness and neutral emotional expression; (2) Recording script with semantic neutral
and does not contain a kind of obvious emotional
tendencies; (3) Recording script is oral declarative
sentence, the content involves the daily life, covering
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mental frequency. The research of emotional speech at
home and abroad shows that the fundamental frequency (the maximum, minimum, mean, fundamental
frequency curve, etc.) plays an important role in the
study of emotional speech. In this paper, the analysis
of the fundamental frequency is also a key point.
In consideration of the difference between male and
female’s vocal organs, we make a statistical analysis
of the fundamental frequency of different emotion by
averaging.

Happy

Table 3. Tibetan Lhasa dialect boy’s frequency value of
different emotion (Hz)


Sad

Table 4. Tibetan Lhasa dialect girls’ frequency value of
different emotion (Hz)


Neutral

As can be seen from Table 3 and 4, the girl’s fundamental frequency is obviously higher than the boys,
and the girls’ average fundamental frequency range of
four emotions is 343.1Hz to 539.9Hz, while the boys’
is 144.1Hz to 265.3Hz. From the physiological point
of view, this is mainly because the girl’s vocal cords
compared to the boy’s fine and long, so the sound
frequency is higher than the boys. In addition, whether
it is a boy or a girl, the basic fundamental frequency
value of surprise is higher than other emotional types,
happy emotion the second.
On the basis of the data parameters, the basic frequency curves of the sentences were extracted with
Praat software, to better observe and compare the
fundamental frequency of different emotions and their
performance in the fundamental frequency curve. The
fundamental frequency curve can reflect the change of
the fundamental frequency of the whole sentence. The
expression of different emotions is mapped by the
sudden elevation or decrease of the fundamental frequency. Through the analysis of the fundamental frequency curve, we can find the difference between
different emotions. Figure 1 is the same sentence in
different emotional state of the fundamental frequency
curve.

Surprise
Figure 1. The same statement in different emotional state of
the fundamental frequency curve

Figure 1 shows that the same sentence in different
emotional state, the envelope of the fundamental frequency curve is different. The most significant change
appeared in the beginning and end of a statement.
Accordingly seen happy overall statement presents the
trend of increasing at first and then decreasing; sad
statement has been in a downward trend; at the end of
the sentence of surprise statement is clear upward
trend, as distinguished from the other emotional states
sign characteristic; and the fundamental frequency
curve of neutral statement, compared with other three
emotional states, is slower.
3.2 Energy parameter analysis
Energy is another important feature of speech, which
contains a wealth of emotional information; it will
also change with the speaker’s emotional state. The
statistical information of the energy of the speech can
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be used as a significant basis for judging the emotional
changes. For example, people speak louder when people are in high spirits. When the mood is low, the energy is lower, and the energy curve is relatively flat.
Therefore, in the case of the same time domain, the
energy and range of the four different emotions are
extracted, which are shown in Table 5.

that of happy emotion, sad emotion is smaller, which
is also the most easy to identify.
From a gender perspective, it is found that male and
female students show obvious gender differences in
the expression of the same kind of emotion, and it can
be very good to explain that the male’ voice is more
stable than the female.

Table 5. Tibetan Lhasa dialect different emotional energy
value

3.3 Time parameter analysis



The related features of the speech duration also contain the emotional prosodic information. In different
emotional states, the speed is different, and presents
the difference of time in acoustics. Therefore in the
time parameters of the traditional emotional speech
analysis, the speed was often regarded as an effective
feature to distinct emotional state; the unit is bytes /
sec. The paper counts the temporal structure characteristics of the sentence with the same text in different
emotional states, including the length of the duration
and the corresponding ratio of the length on quiet
sound. As shown in Table 6. In addition, Figure 4 also
gives the corresponding relationship between the duration and speed of different emotional states.
Table 6. Time structure characteristics of different emotional
states


Figure 2. Average energy distribution of different emotions


Figure 3. Dynamic ranges of different emotions

Figure 2 is the average energy distribution about the
same text statement in different emotional state, from
which can be seen, the lower the level of sadness is
lower than neutral emotional state, that is, the energy
level is low, but the energy of joy and surprise is
higher, which is related to the intuitive feelings of
people on the loudness of the sounds. According to the
maximum and minimum values of the energy of different emotions in the same time domain, the energy
dynamic range of different emotions is summarized,
that is variation range of energy, which is shown in
Figure 3. From this, we can see that the energy fluctuation in the excited state is larger, which reflects the
fluctuation range of the energy curve. Followed by

Figure 4. The corresponding relationship between different
emotional state of long time and speed

By Table 6 and Figure 4, the sad state is the longest,
followed by a happy, neutral, and surprise. And then
the negative emotion of the time is significantly greater than the positive emotion. At the same time, the
quantitative results verify the auditory perception of
sad slow, happy light.
In the emotional state of surprise and happy, the
speaker’s speed will be faster when the pronunciation
statement text word number is equal, therefore, people
will get the feeling of euphoria of listening sense. In
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4.4 Comparison of the emotional speech acoustic
characteristics of Tibetan Lhasa dialect and
Mandarin

the sad emotional state, speed is slow, and people will
feel deep and slow. And that due to the influence of
the emotional state, duration and rate of speech
showed negative correlation relationship. In addition,
on the whole, in the expression of the same emotion,
boys’ speed is significantly faster than the girls.

Although the Tibetan and Chinese language both belong to Sino Tibetan Languages and have the tone, but
compared with the Mandarin emotional speech patterns [6], when expressing the same emotional state,
the energy value and fundamental value of Lhasa Tibetan are greater than Chinese language; speed than
that of Chinese is faster, showing the obvious national
character. This result is closely related to the unique
culture and living background of each nation. Of
course, this conclusion remains to be further expanded
the number of corpus to verify.

4 DISCUSSION
4.1 The corresponding relationship between acoustic
parameters and emotion
There is a positive correlation between the acoustic
parameters of Tibetan Lhasa dialect and frequency,
energy, time and so. Pitch, energy and duration of
negative emotion are greater than positive emotion.
From a cognitive point of view, this is because the
negative emotion is more sensitive than the positive
emotion in the human cognitive system.

5 CONCLUSION
The paper summarizes the pitch, energy and duration
characteristics of Tibetan Lhasa dialect speech emotion by statistical analysis. Explaining many of the
daily speech perception with experimental methods,
and fully verify the relevant theoretical issues of traditional linguistics. But also for minority language phonetics study provides the acoustic model, provides the
voice parameters for the recognition and synthesis of
speech engineering, for cognitive affective study provides more precise classification basis of emotion, and
expands the emotion cognition research fields from
the perspective of cross culture.

4.2 Gender difference
The research on the relation of Tibetan Lhasa and
pitch, energy and duration show significant gender
differences, that is girls’ fundamental value was significantly higher than boys; and boys’ energy values
were significantly higher than those girls, speed also
than girls’ faster. This is because men and women’
emotional expression is different, the girls are relatively more delicate, and the boys are more rough. In
addition to the physiological mechanism of the expression of emotion, the female vocal cords were
shorter and thinner, so the fundamental frequency of
the students was higher than that of boys.
The results also show that the expression of emotion is not a single parameter at work, because of the
difference of gender and language style, and there are
also differences in the performance of the acoustic
model.
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